Convict data in the Members Only Area

Home Office Criminal Records

[HO19 Register of Criminal Petitions]

Convict information sheets available from WAGS

[Research Checklist for Records held in WA (207.18 Kb)]

[Details of Convict &amp; Prison Records available under the Australian Joint Copying Project (AJCP) (154.27 Kb)]

[Convict Ship Medical Journals (47.76 Kb)]

Web Sites - we have a number of Convict sites in our: [Genealogy Links] page, select "Convict" in Category Column drop down list.

Research by the Convict Group

If available, Convict Group members may carry out limited research on relevant books and convict microfiche indexes. Where applicable, photocopies of relevant material from microfilms will be supplied.
For all research enquiries please contact the Convenor - Convict SIG Group.